
Internet Appendix

Data Description
Main CMBS Sample

Out main sample is collected from Bloomberg and consists of agency and non-agency com-
mercial mortgage backed securities sold between January 1, 2013, and December 31, 2019.
We require loans to have at least underwritten LTV, DSCR or NOI and gather a total of
55,650 loans. We then filter the sample by requiring that loans have loan-level realized in-
come for the CMBS deal year. To ensure that we are working with ordinary commercial
real estate loans, we additionally exclude any loans with an underwritten DSCR below 0.9
or above 10. This restriction results in the exclusion of only 259 loans. This leads to a final
main sample of 39,522 loans.

In addition to loan-level characteristics, we also have data on a variety of property-level
characteristics including ZIP, year-built, occupancy and property type. We aggregate prop-
erty type into the following six categories: Apartments Agency, Apartments Non-Agency,
Hotels, Retail, Office, and Other. These property types are aggregated from property type
classifications available in Bloomberg. Hotel includes both full and limited-service hospital-
ity, Retail includes anchored and unanchored-retail, Apartments are multi-family housing,
split by whether or not the deal is agency-sponsored. Other includes all other sub-categories
of property type including healthcare, industrial, mixed-use, mobile home parks, self-service
storage, warehouse, and other.

Credit Rating Sample

CMBS underwriters engage nationally recognized statistical rating organizations (NRSROs)
to assign ratings to CMBS tranches. As part of the rating process, NRSROs issue pre-sale
reports which describe in detail the deal structure and largest loans in the deal. Although
most pre-sale reports are not available to the public, we are able to gather pre-sale reports for
two rating agencies, Kroll Bond Rating Agency and DBRS. Both Kroll and DBRS include
loan-level cash flow projections in their pre-sale reports. We compute a “haircut” for each
loan based on amount by which underwritten cash flows exceed the projections by each rating
agency. Overall, we are able to identify 8,111 loans in our sample with income projections
from Kroll and 2,501 loans rated by DBRS.

Previous NOI Inflation Sample

We begin by identifying CMBS loans that were previously securitized in transactions prior
to the start of our sample. To do this, we first gather information on CMBS issued prior to
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the start of our sample from two sources: CMBS.com and Bloomberg. Because properties
may change names or list a slightly different street address in the two securitizations, we
use a fuzzy name matching algorithm to identify potential matches. We impose additional
filters and require that the two properties are located in the same city and that the reported
size of the building varies by no more than 5%. Finally, all matches are hand verified. We
then gather the income that was reported in the Investor Reporting Package of the original
securitization for all loans.27

Next, we hand-collect the reported historical income from prospectus supplements for
the new securitization. Prospectus supplements typically report the historical income for up
to three years before the underwritten NOI year. Finally, we compare the income reported
in the Investor Reporting Package from the prior CMBS to the historical income reported in
the prospectus supplement. We require that we have a minimum of one full year of overlap
to be included.28 This leads to a final sample of 3,063 loans for which we are able to gather
at least one year of overlapping data.

Transaction Sample

We merge our main CMBS loan sample with transaction data from Real Capital Analytics
to gather information on transaction prices. Because addresses are non-standard and of-
ten reported with slight variation in databases, we take a conservative matching approach
to linking the two databases. To match a property, we require that the records between
the two databases have an exact match on one of: a.) Address, City, State b.) Property
Name, City, State c.) Address, State, Square Feet/Units, or d.) Property Name, State,
Square Feet/Units. For a.) and b.) we remove any properties in which the difference in
building size between the databases varies by more than 2%. Finally, we require that the
transaction occurs within 4 months from the appraisal date from Bloomberg. Transaction
prices can either be “confirmed” or “approximated”. Confirmed prices means that the price
information was reported directly from a participant in the deal (the buyer, seller or broker)
or from public records. Confirmed prices are generally confirmed via two or more indepen-
dent sources. Approximate means that the price comes from reliable published reports or
from main street media. Additional categories of price categories including “allocated” or
“rumored” representing less than 2% of the matched sample are excluded from tests.

We additionally supplement the RCA sample with publicly disclosed commercial real
estate transaction data. In particular, we are able to gather commercial property transactions
data from the states of New Jersey, California, and Florida. In cases in which we have records
from both RCA and publicly disclosed state date, we prioritize the publicly disclosed data. To

27Income is typically reported until loan maturity, which is generally ten years.
28We require that income be reported over the same 12 months and do not annualize reported numbers

to avoid any concerns about seasonality.
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capture potential appraisal inflation, we compare directly the appraised value of a property
with its actual transaction value. In total, we are able to gather transaction data for 6,280
properties, of which we have a “Confirmed” value for 4,230 properties.
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Figure IA.1. Growth and Composition of CMBS, 2005-2019

This figure displays the annual issuance of CMBS in Billions USD from 2005-2019. Both
agency and non-agency CMBS deals are included. Property type is aggregated up from
subcategories provided by Bloomberg. Apartment includes multifamily housing, hospitality
includes both limited and full-service hospitality properties, retail includes anchored and
unanchored retail, while all other property subtypes (health care, industrial, mixed use,
mobile home parks, self-service storage facilities, and warehouses) are included in the other
category. Data comes from Bloomberg.
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Figure IA.2. Underwriting by Property Type through Time

This figure displays the median underwritten loan-to-value (Panel A) and debt-service cov-
erage ratio (Panel B) for CMBS loans by property type over time. Data is from Bloomberg
and includes loans that were sold in CMBS issued from January 1, 2013, to December 31,
2019.

Panel A. Median Underwritten Leverage

Panel B. Median Underwritten Debt Service Coverage
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Figure IA.3. CMBS Deal Flow by Agency and Non-Agency

This figure displays the flow of commercial mortgages into CMBS from originators to lead
managers for CMBS deals issued from 2013-2019. Agency Loans are displayed in Panel A and
Non-Agency loans are displayed in Panel B. Flows are shown for the top 15 deal managers by
deal volume and the top 50 originators. The size of the nodes is proportional to total volume
originated for originator or total deal volume managed for underwriters with the scale of the
nodes being smaller for underwriters than for originators, so that each can be seen. The size
of the flow between an originator and manager is proportional to the thickness of the edge.
Affiliated flows, defined as a flow in which an originator sells a mortgage to a pool managed
by an affiliate, are given by maroon flows while non-affiliated capital loan flow is shown in
light green. The breakdown by property type is given by the pie charts within each node.
The network is directed, so flows are always from an originator to a lead manager.

Panel A. Agency Loans



Panel B. Non-Agency Loans
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Figure IA.4. Time Series of CMBS Performance by Property Type

This figure displays the performance of CMBS loans by property type. In Panel A, the
proportion of loans classified as Watchlist or non-performing at each point in time is dis-
played. In Panel B, only the proportion of loans classified as non-performing is displayed.
Troubled loans are placed on a servicer’s Watchlist for failing to meet criteria that often
precede default including various forms of delinquency or failure to meet sufficient debt-
service coverage ratios. Non-performing means that a loan has missed a payment, is in the
process of foreclosure, is real estate owned, or has been placed into special servicing. The
red vertical line denotes March 2020, which is the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic in
the United States. Data comes from Bloomberg for CMBS issued from 2013-2019. The time
period is May 2016-September 2020 since Bloomberg contains performance data for the last
48 months for each loan.

Panel A. Proportion Watchlist or Non-Performing
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Panel B. Proportion Non-Performing
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Figure IA.5. Income Overstatement by Deal Vintage

Panel A displays the proportion of loans which have income overstatement in each deal
year. Loans are separated into agency (Panel A) and non-agency deals (Panel B). Income
overstatement is defined as (Underwritten NOI−Realized NOI)/Underwritten NOI. A value
greater than 0 indicates that Underwritten NOI exceeded realized NOI. The OER is defined
as Expenses/Revenue. Actual OER is the realized OER in the year of issuance.

Panel A. Overstatement and Expense Ratios, Agency Loans

Panel B. Overstatement and Expense Ratios, Non-Agency Loans



Figure IA.6. Properties of Income Overstatement

In this figure, we examine some properties of income overstatement. In Panel A, we plot
the proportion of loans for each originator for which income was overstated by at least 5%
relative to realized in the orange bars and the proportion of loans for which income was
understated by at least 5% relative to realized in the light blue bars. In Panel B, we sort
loans based on whether underwritten income exceeded realized by at least 5% in the deal
year. We then compare underwritten income with realized for the next four years and plot
the proportion of loans in which underwritten income is overstated by at least 5% relative
to realized each year. The blue lines denote loans that did not have income overstated in
the first year and the black line denotes loans with first-year income overstatement. The
dashed lines denote 95% confidence intervals. We only include property-years in which we
have income available for the entire year.

Panel A. Proportion Overstated and Understated
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Panel B. Underwritten vs Long-Run Income
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Figure IA.7. Persistence in Income Overstatement using Mean

This figure demonstrates the persistence of income overstatement using an alternative mea-
sure of overstatement. We consider the mean income overstatement rather than the pro-
portion of loans with overstatement exceeding 5%. Income overstatement is defined as (Un-
derwritten NOI−Realized NOI)/Underwritten NOI. A value greater than 0 indicates that
Underwritten NOI exceeded realized NOI. Originators generating more than 1% of the loans
in the sample (>400 loans) are included. Hunt and Bellwether are excluded due to having
insufficient loans in the early (2013-2015) period. In panel B, we also control for loan- and
property-level characteristics along with additional unobserved variation by estimating the
following regression separately for the early and late subperiods:

IncomeOverstatementi = α + θXi +
K∑

k=1
γkOriginatork + δMT + ρt + εi,

where Xi is the vector of loan controls including the LTV, DSCR, interest rate, (log) size,
building age, occupancy, property type, and interest rate type controls, and δMT and ρt

are, respectively, the MSA × Year and quarter-of-origination fixed effects. To reduce the
impact of extreme outliers, IncomeOverstatementi is winsorized at the 1% tails. We plot
the estimated originator fixed effects from the regression in Panel B. Circle size corresponds
to origination volume. The black line is a 45-degree line and the correlation is presented at
the bottom of each graph.

Panel A. Mean NOI Overstatement, Unadjusted
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Panel B. Mean NOI Overstatement, Fixed Effects
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Figure IA.8. COVID Distress and Originator Overstatement

This figure displays the relationship between originator overstatement propensity and distress
during the COVID shock. Originators are sorted into terciles based on past overstatement
using the ex-ante PastOverkt measure, which is defined as the proportion of loans by origi-
nator k which have income overstated by more than 5% in all years prior to the deal year t.
To focus on distress originating from the COVID shock, only loans which were currently per-
forming as of March 2020 are included. Panel A shows the proportion of loans in each tercile
and deal year which are downgraded to a servicer’s Watchlist or are non-performing from
April to September 2020. In Panel B, we repeat the ranking procedure using subsamples of
each property type class.

Panel A. COVID Distress by Vinatge
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Panel B. COVID Distress by Property Type
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Figure IA.9. COVID-Related Non-Performance and Originator Overstatement

This figure displays the relationship between originator overstatement propensity and distress
during the COVID shock. Originators are sorted into terciles based on past overstatement
income using the ex-ante PastOverkt measure, which is defined as the proportion of loans
by originator k which have income overstated by more than 5% in all years prior to the deal
year t. Panels A and B focus on loan distress originating from the COVID shock, so only
loans which were currently performing as of March 2020 are included. Panel A shows the
proportion of loans in each tercile and deal year which are downgraded to non-performing
from April to September 2020. In Panel B, we repeat the procedure using subsamples of each
property type class. In Panel C, the proportion of loans from each originator type which are
non-performing at each point in time is displayed. The dashed lines denote 95% confidence
intervals.

Panel A. COVID Non-Performance by Deal Year
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Panel B. COVID Non-Performance by Property Type

Panel C. Non-Performance
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Figure IA.10. Overstatement and Non-Performance by Originator

This figure displays the relationship between income overstatement and the probability of
non-performance by originator. Panel A shows the proportion of loans by each origina-
tor with income overstatement greater than 5% and the probability of a loan being non-
performing during April 2020 to September 2020. In Panel B, we first estimate a regression
of the form:

HighOveri = α + θXi +
K∑

k=1
γkOriginatork + δMT + ρt + εi, (3)

where HighOveri is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the underwritten income on loan i is
overstated by more than 5%. where Xi is the vector of loan controls including the LTV,
DSCR, interest rate, (log) size, building age, occupancy, property type, and interest rate
type controls, and δMT and ρt are, respectively, the MSA × Year and quarter-of-origination
fixed effects. We next estimate a regression of the same specification, except the outcome
variable is a Non-Performance variable equal to 1 if the loan is non-performing at least
once during April 2020 to September 2020. We plot the estimated originator fixed effects
from these two specifications in Panel B. Red circles denote originators who manage non-
agency CMBS deals and blue circles denote all other originators. The green line fits a linear
regression between proportion Non-Performing and proportion high income overstatement
loans by originator in Panel A and between estimated originator fixed effects in Panel B.
The correlation coefficients are reported at the bottom of the graph.

Panel A. Unadjusted Measures
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Panel B. Fixed Effects
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Figure IA.11. Distribution of Appraisal to Transaction Ratio

This figure displays a histogram of appraisal to transaction price for properties in our trans-
action sample. The appraisal-to-price ratio is defined as Appraisal Value/Transaction Value.
An appraisal-to-transaction ratio greater than 1 implies that a building received an appraisal
value in excess of its transaction price. Transaction prices come from Real Capital Analytics
and state deed records and are only observed when a building is sold. In this histogram, red
bars denote properties for which the appraised value exceeds the transaction value by more
than 10% while blue bars denote all other loans. We require that transactions occur within
4 months of the appraisal.
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Figure IA.12. Validation of Cap Rate Model

This figure demonstrates the relationship between abnormal cap rates as defined by our
model (Equation 6) and abnormal cap rates calculated using cap rates for CMBS loans
rated by the Kroll Bond Rating Agency. The abnormal cap rate is defined as the observed
cap rate minus the cap rate which is predicted by each model. An abnormal cap rate below
0 means that the observed cap rate is lower than what would have been predicted by the
model. The scatter points are individual loans and the orange line is a linear fit of the data.
The correlation is presented at the bottom of the graph.
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Figure IA.13. Abnormal Cap Rates and Loan Distress

This figure displays the time-series performance of low abnormal cap rate loans. At each
month, the proportion of distressed loans is plotted. The abnormal cap rate is defined as
the observed cap rate minus the cap rate which is predicted by the model. The model is
estimated using:

CapRatei = β1Age+ β2Occ+ δqp + ρmp + γmy + ζa, (6)

Building specific controls are (log) building age and occupancy. We include a variety of
fixed effects to capture aggregate time and property trends as well as differences across
geographic markets. Specifically, δqp is a Quarter × Property-Type fixed effect, ρmp is a
MSA × Property-Type fixed effect, γmy is an MSA × Year fixed effect, and ζa is a month-
of-appraisal fixed effect. Singleton observations, which are fully explained by the set of fixed
effects, are dropped. An abnormal cap rate below 0 means that the observed cap rate is
lower than what would have been predicted by the model. Loans in the bottom 20% of
abnormal cap rate are defined as low abnormal cap loans and are denoted by the red line.
The dashed lines denote 95% confidence intervals.
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Table IA.I. Mean Past Originator Overstatement and Future Overstatement

In this table, we examine the effect of past overstatement by an originator on future in-
come overstatement using an alternative measurement of past overstatement. We estimate
a regression of the form:

HighOveri = α + βPastOverAltkt + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where HighOveri is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the underwritten income on loan i
is overstated by more than 5%. PastOverAltkt is the mean amount by which income is
overstated prior to year t by originator k. To reduce the impact of extreme outliers, loan-level
income overstatement is winsorized at the 1% tails. Xi is a vector of loan controls including
LTV, DSCR, Interest Rate, (log) size, (log) building age, occupancy, and Amortization and
Interest Rate type (fixed or variable) controls. Fixed effects are indicated at bottom of each
column. Robust standard errors are clustered at the MSA × quarter level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

PastOverAlt 0.691*** 0.580*** 0.597*** 0.601*** 0.611*** 0.606***
(12.23) (10.51) (10.09) (7.43) (4.06) (6.19)

Cutoff LTV 0.141*** 0.212*** 0.193*** 0.190*** 0.216*** 0.300***
(3.39) (5.00) (4.46) (4.20) (3.81) (3.69)

Cutoff DSCR 0.0498*** 0.0572*** 0.0551*** 0.0534*** 0.0792*** 0.0279***
(6.12) (6.90) (6.44) (5.66) (5.53) (2.73)

InterestRate -0.00188 0.00999 0.00703 -0.0000753 -0.00939 0.0145
(-0.23) (1.21) (0.83) (-0.01) (-0.86) (0.76)

Size -0.00688* -0.00542 -0.00597 -0.00757* -0.0203*** 0.00423
(-1.76) (-1.39) (-1.49) (-1.82) (-3.71) (0.57)

Fixed -0.0442*** -0.0372*** -0.0383*** -0.0402*** -0.0414*** 0.0439
(-3.91) (-3.15) (-3.09) (-3.09) (-2.84) (0.92)

Age -0.000347 -0.00896** -0.00893** -0.00852** -0.0213*** 0.0217***
(-0.09) (-2.43) (-2.33) (-2.13) (-4.18) (3.12)

Cutoff Occ -0.815*** -0.909*** -0.887*** -0.888*** -1.378*** -0.453***
(-12.09) (-13.34) (-12.52) (-12.07) (-11.44) (-4.53)

Constant 1.071*** 1.043*** 1.061*** 1.124*** 1.804*** 0.317
(9.08) (8.72) (8.56) (8.68) (9.50) (1.50)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 30,874 30,860 30,581 30,220 21,451 8,511
Adjusted R2 0.066 0.088 0.109 0.126 0.117 0.119
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010 24



Table IA.II. Income Overstatement and Interest Rates (Within Originator)

In this table, we examine the relationship between income overstatement and loan pricing.
Using OLS, we estimate a regression of the form:

InterestRatei = α + βIncomeOverstatementi + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where InterestRatei is the Coupon on the loan at deal cutoff and is measured in percent.
IncomeOverstatementi is defined as (Underwritten NOI−Realized NOI)/Underwritten NOI
and captures the percent by which underwritten income is overstated by for loan i. To
reduce the impact of extreme outliers, we winsorize this measure at the 1% tails. Xi is
a vector of loan controls including LTV, DSCR, (log) size, (log) building age, occupancy,
and Amortization and Interest Rate type (fixed or variable) controls. Fixed effects are as
indicated at bottom of each column and all specifications include originator fixed effects.
Robust standard errors are clustered at the MSA × quarter level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

Inc Over 0.0691*** 0.0969*** 0.0897*** 0.0943*** 0.116*** 0.0452*
(3.53) (4.99) (4.52) (4.75) (4.57) (1.71)

Cutoff LTV 0.246*** 0.0107 0.0293 0.0120 -0.0311 0.426***
(4.61) (0.19) (0.49) (0.20) (-0.47) (4.92)

Cutoff DSCR -0.193*** -0.220*** -0.213*** -0.205*** -0.212*** -0.152***
(-12.90) (-13.39) (-12.79) (-11.59) (-9.82) (-8.73)

Size -0.143*** -0.138*** -0.137*** -0.145*** -0.164*** -0.115***
(-33.58) (-32.30) (-31.52) (-31.72) (-26.00) (-20.19)

Fixed 0.639*** 0.611*** 0.595*** 0.586*** 0.621*** -0.509***
(39.75) (37.38) (35.21) (34.68) (38.73) (-6.45)

Age -0.0257*** -0.0174*** -0.0178*** -0.0186*** -0.0275*** 0.00994**
(-6.76) (-4.60) (-4.59) (-4.59) (-5.28) (2.24)

Cutoff Occ -0.421*** -0.259*** -0.246*** -0.253*** 0.0792 -0.198***
(-6.21) (-3.92) (-3.62) (-3.71) (0.77) (-3.23)

Constant 6.794*** 6.756*** 6.714*** 6.853*** 6.728*** 7.279***
(59.69) (58.52) (57.05) (55.81) (39.07) (49.08)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
Originator Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 33,941 33,930 33,576 33,204 22,893 10,011
Adjusted R2 0.625 0.637 0.650 0.669 0.664 0.679
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010 25



Table IA.III. Income Overstatement and Rating Agency Projections

In this table, we examine the extent to which income overstatement is predictable using an
ex-ante loan measure: Kroll Bond Rating Agency Projections. We estimate a regression of
the form:

IncomeOverstatementi = α + βKrollHaircuti + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where IncomeOverstatementi is a continuous variable defined as (Underwritten
NOI−Realized NOI)/Underwritten NOI and is winsorized at the 1% tails to reduce the
impact of extreme outliers. KrollHaircuti is defined as (Underwritten Cash Flow - Kroll
Cash Flow)/Underwritten Cash Flow and is the percent by which underwritten cash flows
exceed the Kroll projections. Xi is a vector of loan controls including LTV, DSCR, Inter-
est Rate, (log) size, (log) building age, occupancy, and Amortization. Fixed effects are as
indicated at bottom of each column. Robust standard errors are clustered at the MSA ×
quarter level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

KrollHaircut 0.603*** 0.525*** 0.525*** 0.522*** 0.888*** 0.494***
(4.76) (4.06) (3.75) (3.55) (2.88) (2.79)

Cutoff LTV 0.0102 0.105* 0.0717 0.0690 0.115 0.0958
(0.19) (1.84) (1.23) (1.24) (1.25) (1.62)

Cutoff DSCR 0.0832*** 0.0901*** 0.0885*** 0.0748*** 0.117*** 0.0418***
(6.65) (7.80) (7.40) (5.74) (6.66) (3.82)

Interest Rate 0.0419*** 0.0484*** 0.0529*** 0.0616*** 0.0988*** 0.0266*
(4.35) (4.95) (4.78) (4.84) (4.07) (1.88)

Size 0.0178*** 0.0138*** 0.0151*** 0.0178*** 0.0286*** 0.00748*
(5.82) (4.40) (4.51) (4.98) (3.95) (1.82)

Age -0.00322 -0.00698*** -0.00773*** -0.00709** -0.0167*** 0.00632
(-1.30) (-2.84) (-2.88) (-2.27) (-3.54) (1.38)

Cutoff Occ -0.155*** -0.205*** -0.174*** -0.165*** -0.287*** -0.106*
(-3.76) (-4.76) (-3.77) (-3.39) (-2.90) (-1.86)

Constant -0.502*** -0.478*** -0.522*** -0.588*** -0.892*** -0.300**
(-4.69) (-4.39) (-4.47) (-4.40) (-3.81) (-2.19)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 7,780 7,736 7,530 7,288 3,759 3,436
Adjusted R2 0.137 0.183 0.216 0.267 0.351 0.196
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010 26



Table IA.IV. Income Overstatement and DBRS Projections

In this table, we examine the extent to which income overstatement is predictable using an
ex-ante loan measure: DBRS Projections. We estimate a regression of the form:

IncomeOverstatementi = α + βDBRSHaircuti + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where IncomeOverstatementi is a continuous variable defined as (Underwritten
NOI−Realized NOI)/Underwritten NOI and is winsorized at the 1% tails to reduce the
impact of extreme outliers. DBRSHaircuti is the percent by which underwritten cash flows
exceed the DBRS projections. Xi is a vector of loan controls including LTV, DSCR, Inter-
est Rate, (log) size, (log) building age, occupancy, and Amortization. Fixed effects are as
indicated at bottom of each column. Robust standard errors are clustered at the MSA ×
quarter level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

DBRS Pred. Over 0.294** 0.278** 0.260* 0.291** -0.0800 0.377**
(2.41) (2.20) (1.89) (2.04) (-0.29) (2.29)

Cutoff LTV -0.0246 0.0823 0.104 0.112 0.0376 0.0881
(-0.32) (1.06) (1.23) (1.32) (0.17) (0.91)

Cutoff DSCR 0.0908*** 0.0886*** 0.0922*** 0.0896*** 0.0757* 0.0803***
(5.69) (6.02) (6.55) (6.82) (1.83) (5.63)

Interest Rate 0.00190 0.00830 0.0125 0.0133 -0.0458 0.00952
(0.12) (0.55) (0.77) (0.79) (-0.97) (0.48)

Size 0.0189*** 0.00859 0.00906 0.00786 0.00330 0.00391
(3.00) (1.42) (1.42) (1.20) (0.24) (0.46)

Fixed 0.0119 -0.0232 -0.0227 -0.00162 0 -0.0218
(0.18) (-0.33) (-0.31) (-0.02) (.) (-0.31)

Age 0.00245 -0.00154 -0.000392 0.000813 0.00431 -0.00240
(0.51) (-0.33) (-0.08) (0.16) (0.35) (-0.37)

Cutoff Occ -0.0192 -0.0912 -0.0909 -0.128* 0.0268 -0.110
(-0.28) (-1.32) (-1.27) (-1.84) (0.09) (-1.48)

Constant -0.480** -0.289 -0.338* -0.315 -0.0544 -0.191
(-2.29) (-1.48) (-1.70) (-1.58) (-0.11) (-0.80)

Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No

Observations 2399 2336 2246 2238 760 1458
Adjusted R2 0.196 0.279 0.303 0.312 0.607 0.247
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010
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Table IA.V. Is Income Overstatement Reflected in Subordination Levels?

In this table, we examine whether income overstatement is reflected in rating agency subor-
dination levels by estimating the following regression using ordinary least squares:

Subi = α + βOveri + θXi + δt + εi,

where Subi is the subordination level in deal i, defined as the fraction of the security balance
that is subordinated to either AAA (Columns 1-4) or AA securities (Columns 5-6), Overi is
a measure of income overstatement: either proportion of loans with income overstatement
exceeding 5% (Columns 1, 3-5) or mean income overstatement across loans in the deal
(Columns 2, 6). Xi is a vector of controls and includes the weighted average DSCR, average
LTV, weighted average maturity, the proportion of loans that are interest only, and the
proportion of the deal that is floaters. We also include quarter-year fixed effects and a
dummy for agency deals. Columns (3) and (4) present results separately for Agency and
Non-Agency deals, respectively. t-statistics are calculated using heteroskedasticity-robust
standard errors.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All Agency Non-Agency AA Sub AA Sub

Proportion Overstated -0.00524 -0.0384 -0.00668 -0.0163
(-0.17) (-1.42) (-0.21) (-0.46)

Mean Overstatement 0.0116 -0.0690
(0.12) (-0.71)

DSCR 0.0347** 0.0347** -0.00901 0.0240 0.0235 0.0232
(2.04) (2.03) (-0.34) (1.44) (0.96) (0.95)

Maturity -0.0149*** -0.0151*** -0.00486* -0.0261*** -0.0169*** -0.0168***
(-2.65) (-2.67) (-1.97) (-4.38) (-2.70) (-2.68)

LTV 0.142 0.144 0.0530 0.215 -0.0722 -0.0767
(0.93) (0.94) (0.31) (1.36) (-0.44) (-0.46)

Prop. Int. Only 0.00205*** 0.00203*** 0.000450 0.00316*** 0.00196*** 0.00200***
(3.20) (3.18) (0.93) (5.22) (2.97) (3.00)

Prop. Floaters 0.0328 0.0313 1.002*** -0.136** 0.184** 0.185**
(0.48) (0.45) (13.44) (-2.17) (2.58) (2.58)

Constant 0.156 0.155 0.122 0.248* 0.215 0.211
(1.09) (1.09) (0.92) (1.67) (1.36) (1.35)

Quarter-Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Agency Dummy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 596 596 178 417 597 597
Adjusted R2 0.537 0.537 0.753 0.350 0.461 0.462
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010
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Table IA.VI. Past NOI Inflation and Income Overstatement

In this table, we examine the extent to which income overstatement is predictable using
inflation of historical NOI. We estimate a regression of the form:

HighOveri = α + βInflationi + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where HighOveri is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the underwritten income on loan i is over-
stated by more than 5%. Inflationi is the amount by which NOI in the new securitization
is inflated relative to what was reported for the same property in a previous securitization
and is either the average over the previous two years (Columns 1-4) or the most recent year
(Columns 5-6). To reduce the impact of outliers, Inflationi is winsorized at the 1% tails.
Xi is a vector of loan controls including LTV, DSCR, Interest Rate, (log) size, (log) building
age, occupancy, and Amortization and Interest Rate type (fixed or variable) controls. Fixed
effects are as indicated at bottom of each column. Robust standard errors are clustered at
the MSA × quarter level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AvgInflation 0.380*** 0.331*** 0.316*** 0.311***
(4.08) (3.62) (3.52) (3.43)

MostRecentInflation 0.318*** 0.310***
(3.60) (3.47)

Cutoff LTV 0.192 0.206 0.191 0.201
(1.42) (1.48) (1.41) (1.45)

Cutoff DSCR 0.0575* 0.0572* 0.0544* 0.0542*
(1.92) (1.80) (1.81) (1.70)

Interest Rate 0.0731*** 0.0492* 0.0708*** 0.0492*
(3.52) (1.78) (3.40) (1.78)

Size 0.0217* 0.0153 0.0213* 0.0155
(1.82) (1.20) (1.79) (1.22)

Fixed -0.0571 -0.00620 -0.0559 -0.00780
(-1.17) (-0.11) (-1.15) (-0.14)

Age 0.0375** 0.0397** 0.0358** 0.0376**
(2.31) (2.48) (2.20) (2.34)

Cutoff Occ -0.474*** -0.488*** -0.486*** -0.498***
(-2.70) (-2.76) (-2.76) (-2.82)

Constant 0.279*** 0.281*** -0.266 -0.105 -0.229 -0.0829
(27.77) (29.57) (-0.84) (-0.30) (-0.72) (-0.24)

Origination Quarter FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
Amortization Type No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Property Type No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2,615 2,615 2,541 2,541 2,531 2,531
Adjusted R2 0.008 0.057 0.057 0.063 0.056 0.062
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010
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Table IA.VII. Loan Distress, Actual Income Overstatement

In this table, we examine the effect of income overstatement on loan performance. We
estimate an OLS regression of the form:

Distressi = α + βHighOveri + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where Distressi is a dummy variable equal to 1 if loan i is non-performing or has been placed
on a servicer’s Watchlist during a given time period. Panel A displays results for the April
2020-September 2020 period, while results as of March 2020 are given in Panel B. HighOveri

is a dummy variable equal to one if the underwritten income on loan i is overstated by more
than 5%. Xi is a vector of loan controls including LTV, DSCR, Interest Rate, (log) size,
(log) building age, occupancy, and Amortization and Interest Rate type (fixed or variable)
controls. Fixed effects are as indicated at bottom of each column. Robust standard errors
are clustered at the MSA × quarter level.

Panel A. April 2020-September 2020
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

HighOver 0.109*** 0.0982*** 0.101*** 0.0992*** 0.116*** 0.0608***
(15.93) (14.49) (14.52) (14.17) (12.60) (5.26)

Cutoff LTV 0.0196 0.0426 0.0557 0.0416 0.0684 -0.0185
(0.48) (1.06) (1.34) (0.96) (1.30) (-0.23)

Cutoff DSCR 0.00618 -0.00146 -0.00260 -0.0196** -0.0277*** -0.0121
(0.88) (-0.21) (-0.36) (-2.46) (-2.62) (-1.05)

Interest Rate 0.0498*** 0.0547*** 0.0563*** 0.0570*** 0.0311*** 0.104***
(5.88) (6.65) (6.55) (6.35) (2.77) (6.01)

Size 0.00285 0.00415 0.000913 0.000681 -0.0208*** 0.0289***
(0.85) (1.26) (0.27) (0.19) (-5.13) (4.02)

Fixed -0.102*** -0.0902*** -0.0857*** -0.0865*** -0.0618*** -0.266***
(-9.34) (-8.71) (-8.03) (-7.75) (-4.98) (-6.79)

Age 0.0200*** 0.0130*** 0.0130*** 0.0139*** 0.00470 0.0238***
(6.22) (3.99) (3.88) (4.01) (1.08) (4.08)

Cutoff Occ -0.363*** -0.399*** -0.402*** -0.431*** -0.902*** -0.0649
(-6.27) (-7.24) (-7.11) (-7.41) (-8.70) (-0.87)

Constant 0.307*** 0.313*** 0.348*** 0.410*** 1.246*** -0.271
(3.19) (3.35) (3.62) (4.07) (8.28) (-1.35)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 33,905 33,894 33,541 33,168 22,854 10,018
Adjusted R2 0.145 0.163 0.184 0.203 0.142 0.180
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010



Panel B. March 2020
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

HighOver 0.0750*** 0.0707*** 0.0729*** 0.0683*** 0.0841*** 0.0380***
(13.75) (12.92) (13.02) (11.85) (11.18) (3.95)

Cutoff LTV 0.0294 -0.0376 -0.0113 -0.0116 0.0162 -0.0986
(1.04) (-1.27) (-0.36) (-0.36) (0.44) (-1.43)

Cutoff DSCR 0.0152*** 0.00564 0.00772 -0.000960 -0.00868 0.00645
(3.33) (1.20) (1.60) (-0.17) (-1.50) (0.63)

InterestRate 0.0457*** 0.0433*** 0.0445*** 0.0419*** 0.0245*** 0.0761***
(7.31) (6.97) (7.03) (6.28) (2.93) (5.32)

Size 0.00351 0.00500** 0.00376 0.00416* -0.00634** 0.0130***
(1.58) (2.24) (1.62) (1.71) (-2.09) (2.68)

Fixed -0.0783*** -0.0798*** -0.0762*** -0.0752*** -0.0547*** -0.247***
(-11.29) (-11.07) (-10.31) (-10.00) (-6.58) (-5.55)

Age 0.00584** 0.00540** 0.00560** 0.00676*** -0.000975 0.0203***
(2.48) (2.23) (2.22) (2.59) (-0.30) (4.31)

Cutoff Occ -0.386*** -0.335*** -0.349*** -0.399*** -0.713*** -0.116*
(-8.00) (-6.94) (-6.99) (-7.78) (-7.65) (-1.96)

Constant 0.200** 0.203*** 0.205** 0.269*** 0.791*** -0.0752
(2.57) (2.62) (2.56) (3.19) (6.15) (-0.46)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 33,395 33,384 33,029 32,659 22,416 9,952
Adjusted R2 0.059 0.078 0.104 0.136 0.158 0.088
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010
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Table IA.VIII. March Loan Distress, 2SLS Past Overstatement

In this table, we examine the effect of income overstatement on loan performance. We
estimate a two-stage least squares regression of the form:

Distressi = α + βHighOveri + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where Distressi is a dummy variable equal to 1 if loan i is non-performing or has been
placed on a servicer’s Watchlist as of March 2020. Troubled loans are placed on a servicer’s
Watchlist for failing to meet criteria that often precede default including various forms of
delinquency or failure to meet sufficient debt-service coverage ratios. Non-performing means
that a loan has missed a payment, is in the process of foreclosure, is real estate owned, or
has been placed into special servicing. We instrument for HighOveri using our PastOverkt

measurement, which is defined as the proportion or loans which have income overstatement
exceeding 5% in all years prior to t by originator k. Results for the first-stage of this regression
are reported in Table II. Xi is a vector of loan controls including LTV, DSCR, Interest Rate,
(log) size, (log) building age, occupancy, and Amortization and Interest Rate type (fixed or
variable) controls. Robust standard errors are clustered at the MSA × quarter level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

HighOver 0.283*** 0.272*** 0.257*** 0.177** 0.152 0.261**
(4.82) (3.90) (3.76) (2.43) (1.39) (2.00)

Cutoff LTV -0.00690 -0.0899** -0.0528 -0.0383 0.00269 -0.200**
(-0.21) (-2.48) (-1.43) (-1.05) (0.06) (-2.13)

Cutoff DSCR -0.00101 -0.0110 -0.00670 -0.00646 -0.0125 -0.00401
(-0.14) (-1.40) (-0.86) (-0.81) (-1.17) (-0.29)

InterestRate 0.0483*** 0.0429*** 0.0453*** 0.0445*** 0.0282*** 0.0791***
(7.32) (6.49) (6.74) (6.38) (3.27) (4.71)

Size 0.00381 0.00500** 0.00368 0.00336 -0.00550 0.0121**
(1.54) (2.05) (1.46) (1.28) (-1.40) (2.17)

Fixed -0.0733*** -0.0765*** -0.0720*** -0.0736*** -0.0548*** -0.263***
(-9.05) (-9.26) (-8.55) (-8.75) (-5.57) (-5.21)

Age 0.00516** 0.00687** 0.00657** 0.00639** -0.0000646 0.0151***
(2.07) (2.56) (2.37) (2.26) (-0.02) (2.68)

Cutoff Occ -0.247*** -0.174** -0.223*** -0.336*** -0.637*** -0.0142
(-3.49) (-2.13) (-2.78) (-4.04) (-3.55) (-0.16)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 30,374 30,359 30,081 29,723 21,012 8,456
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010



Table IA.IX. March Loan Non-Performance, 2SLS Past Overstatement

In this table, we examine the effect of income overstatement on loan performance. We
estimate a two-stage least squares regression of the form:

NonPerfi = α + βHighOveri + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where NonPerfi is a dummy variable equal to 1 if loan i is non-performing as of March 2020.
Non-performing means that a loan has missed a payment, is in the process of foreclosure, is
real estate owned, or has been placed into special servicing. We instrument for HighOveri

using our PastOverkt measurement, which is defined as the proportion of all CMBS loans
prior to year t by originator k which have income overstatement exceeding 5%. Results for the
first-stage of this regression are reported in Table II. Xi is a vector of loan controls including
LTV, DSCR, Interest Rate, (log) size, (log) building age, occupancy, and Amortization and
Interest Rate type (fixed or variable) controls. Fixed effects are as indicated at bottom of
each column. Robust standard errors are clustered at the MSA × quarter level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

HighOver 0.0235 0.00363 0.00629 0.0210 0.0506* -0.0148
(1.11) (0.15) (0.26) (0.77) (1.70) (-0.28)

Cutoff LTV -0.0229 -0.0279* -0.0209 -0.0118 -0.0199 0.0239
(-1.64) (-1.71) (-1.27) (-0.71) (-0.98) (0.74)

Cutoff DSCR -0.00259 -0.00249 -0.00208 0.00126 -0.00114 0.00228
(-0.84) (-0.74) (-0.63) (0.38) (-0.24) (0.49)

InterestRate 0.0258*** 0.0254*** 0.0254*** 0.0226*** 0.0132*** 0.0166*
(7.61) (7.58) (7.43) (6.56) (3.42) (1.70)

Size 0.00468*** 0.00541*** 0.00518*** 0.00467*** 0.000767 0.00933***
(4.74) (5.33) (4.90) (4.18) (0.63) (3.57)

Fixed -0.0318*** -0.0325*** -0.0308*** -0.0276*** -0.0132*** -0.156***
(-8.42) (-8.64) (-8.11) (-7.42) (-3.76) (-4.21)

Age 0.000468 0.000647 0.000260 0.000590 -0.00212 0.00468*
(0.41) (0.53) (0.21) (0.47) (-1.42) (1.65)

Cutoff Occ 0.00170 -0.00289 -0.0130 0.00570 0.0987** -0.0391
(0.07) (-0.10) (-0.45) (0.18) (2.09) (-0.90)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 30,374 30,359 30,081 29,723 21,012 8,456
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010



Table IA.X. Loan Distress, Reduced Form

In this table, we examine the effect of income overstatement on loan performance. We
estimate a regression of the form:

Distressi = α + βPastOverkt + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where Distressi is a dummy variable equal to 1 if loan i is non-performing or has been
placed on a servicer’s Watchlist during a given time period. Panel A displays results for
the April 2020-September 2020 period, while results as of March 2020 are given in Panel B.
PastOverkt is defined as the proportion of all CMBS loans prior to year t by originator k
which have income overstated by more than 5%. Xi is a vector of loan controls including
LTV, DSCR, Interest Rate, (log) size, (log) building age, occupancy, and Amortization and
Interest Rate type (Fixed or variable) controls. Fixed effects are as indicated at bottom of
each column. Robust standard errors are clustered at the MSA × quarter level.

Panel A. April 2020-September 2020
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

PastOver 0.335*** 0.252*** 0.253*** 0.230*** 0.165** 0.315***
(8.91) (6.93) (6.70) (5.50) (2.24) (5.80)

Cutoff LTV 0.0347 0.0571 0.0777* 0.0637 0.0808 0.0267
(0.82) (1.40) (1.82) (1.42) (1.47) (0.31)

Cutoff DSCR 0.000450 -0.00475 -0.00562 -0.0188** -0.0237** -0.0158
(0.06) (-0.63) (-0.72) (-2.24) (-2.15) (-1.39)

Interest Rate 0.0538*** 0.0593*** 0.0609*** 0.0592*** 0.0328*** 0.112***
(6.07) (6.81) (6.71) (6.25) (2.82) (5.94)

Size 0.000683 0.00107 -0.00203 -0.00296 -0.0218*** 0.0233***
(0.20) (0.32) (-0.59) (-0.83) (-5.14) (3.18)

Fixed -0.112*** -0.0996*** -0.0946*** -0.0948*** -0.0700*** -0.287***
(-9.96) (-9.22) (-8.54) (-8.23) (-5.50) (-6.98)

Age 0.0192*** 0.0122*** 0.0118*** 0.0122*** 0.00286 0.0246***
(5.64) (3.51) (3.32) (3.30) (0.63) (3.84)

Cutoff Occ -0.519*** -0.540*** -0.551*** -0.589*** -1.111*** -0.113
(-8.35) (-9.03) (-9.01) (-9.40) (-10.37) (-1.38)

Constant 0.423*** 0.440*** 0.477*** 0.569*** 1.446*** -0.273
(4.08) (4.31) (4.57) (5.24) (9.13) (-1.29)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 30,832 30,818 30,540 30,179 21,411 8,511
Adjusted R2 0.137 0.158 0.178 0.197 0.129 0.191
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010



Panel B. March 2020
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

PastOver 0.139*** 0.114*** 0.114*** 0.0731** 0.0661 0.0905**
(4.93) (4.08) (3.92) (2.46) (1.39) (2.07)

Cutoff LTV 0.0317 -0.0355 -0.00556 -0.00655 0.0337 -0.128*
(1.08) (-1.16) (-0.17) (-0.20) (0.91) (-1.68)

Cutoff DSCR 0.0165*** 0.00709 0.00985* 0.00378 -0.000310 0.00573
(3.33) (1.38) (1.88) (0.62) (-0.05) (0.49)

InterestRate 0.0481*** 0.0458*** 0.0472*** 0.0446*** 0.0273*** 0.0817***
(7.28) (6.98) (7.08) (6.34) (3.15) (5.18)

Size 0.00254 0.00401* 0.00264 0.00237 -0.00800** 0.0127**
(1.09) (1.71) (1.08) (0.93) (-2.52) (2.47)

Fixed -0.0851*** -0.0861*** -0.0813*** -0.0805*** -0.0611*** -0.255***
(-11.72) (-11.41) (-10.58) (-10.27) (-7.08) (-5.40)

Age 0.00501** 0.00458* 0.00443 0.00497* -0.00308 0.0207***
(1.97) (1.75) (1.63) (1.77) (-0.91) (4.00)

Cutoff Occ -0.483*** -0.425*** -0.454*** -0.494*** -0.850*** -0.131**
(-9.27) (-8.03) (-8.38) (-8.83) (-8.79) (-1.98)

Constant 0.284*** 0.284*** 0.300*** 0.371*** 0.930*** -0.0815
(3.41) (3.40) (3.49) (4.08) (6.89) (-0.46)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 30,374 30,359 30,081 29,723 21,012 8,456
Adjusted R2 0.052 0.074 0.099 0.132 0.145 0.089
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010
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Table IA.XI. Kroll and Model-Implied Abnormal Cap Rates

In this table, we examine the relationship between our cap rate model and the cap rate
model published by Kroll Bond Rating Agency. We estimate a regression of the form:

KrollAbnormalCapi = α + βModelAbnormalCapi + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where KrollAbnormalCap is the abnormal cap rate from the Kroll model, defined as
the observed underwritten cap rate minus the cap rate as fitted by the Kroll model.
ModelAbnormalCap is the abnormal cap rate defined analogously using the fitted cap rate
from our model (Equation 6). Xi is a vector of loan controls including LTV, DSCR, Interest
Rate, (log) size, (log) building age, occupancy, and Amortization and Interest Rate type
(fixed or variable) controls. Fixed effects are as indicated at bottom of each column. Robust
standard errors are clustered at the MSA × quarter level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

AbnormalCap 0.506*** 0.615*** 0.637*** 0.680*** 0.677*** 0.672***
(27.62) (41.27) (42.04) (44.65) (23.76) (33.31)

Cutoff LTV 0.0371*** 0.0196*** 0.0161*** 0.00902*** 0.0105*** 0.0118***
(21.47) (12.96) (11.07) (7.28) (5.26) (5.90)

Cutoff DSCR 0.00320*** 0.00140*** 0.000947*** 0.0000421 0.000640*** -0.000403
(6.98) (5.68) (4.16) (0.24) (3.73) (-1.21)

Interest Rate 0.00143*** 0.000529* 0.000296 -0.000442 -0.000334 -0.00149***
(4.53) (1.89) (0.99) (-1.54) (-0.88) (-3.49)

Size -0.000183* 0.000238** 0.000199* 0.000260** -0.000120 0.000364**
(-1.85) (2.46) (1.91) (2.50) (-0.89) (2.44)

Age 0.000662*** 0.000894*** 0.000909*** 0.00101*** 0.000850*** 0.00113***
(9.80) (13.53) (13.46) (17.30) (11.72) (10.99)

Cutoff Occ 0.00584*** 0.0115*** 0.0106*** 0.0105*** 0.0173*** 0.00773***
(3.82) (7.68) (6.84) (6.90) (5.69) (4.82)

Constant -0.0698*** -0.0640*** -0.0584*** -0.0503*** -0.0541*** -0.0440***
(-18.25) (-20.44) (-17.89) (-15.10) (-12.01) (-9.23)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 7,241 7,223 7,116 6,973 3,600 3,277
Adjusted R2 0.642 0.733 0.758 0.826 0.896 0.794
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010
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Table IA.XII. Abnormal Cap Rate, Excluding Past Overstatement

In this table, we estimate an ordinary least squares regression of the form:

Distressi = α + β1LowCapi + β2CapRatei + θXi + FixedEffects+ εi,

where Distressi is a dummy variable equal to 1 if loan i is non-performing or has been placed
on a servicer’s Watchlist during April 2020-September 2020. LowCapi is a dummy variable
equal to one if a property has an abnormal cap rate in the bottom quintile as determined
by our model in equation 6. Xi is a vector of loan controls including LTV, DSCR, Interest
Rate, (log) size, (log) building age, occupancy, and Amortization and Interest Rate type
(fixed or variable) controls. Fixed effects are as indicated at bottom of each column. Robust
standard errors are clustered at the MSA × quarter level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All All Agency Non-Agency

LowCap 0.0177** 0.0260*** 0.0251*** 0.0267*** 0.0255** 0.0187
(1.97) (2.81) (2.63) (2.63) (2.04) (0.98)

Cap Rate -0.629 0.690 0.619 0.974 1.335 0.662
(-1.12) (1.20) (1.04) (1.51) (1.54) (0.70)

Cutoff LTV 0.111** 0.0788 0.0876* 0.0634 0.0712 -0.0165
(2.18) (1.54) (1.68) (1.17) (1.02) (-0.17)

Cutoff DSCR 0.0227*** 0.00666 0.00611 -0.0143 -0.0243** -0.00820
(2.80) (0.78) (0.70) (-1.50) (-1.99) (-0.61)

Interest Rate 0.0545*** 0.0568*** 0.0585*** 0.0571*** 0.0294** 0.107***
(5.99) (6.41) (6.46) (6.13) (2.49) (5.92)

Size -0.000153 0.00260 -0.000154 -0.000253 -0.0223*** 0.0307***
(-0.04) (0.74) (-0.04) (-0.07) (-5.35) (3.96)

Fixed -0.105*** -0.0911*** -0.0875*** -0.0882*** -0.0648*** -0.271***
(-9.62) (-8.72) (-8.22) (-7.99) (-5.26) (-6.59)

Age 0.0194*** 0.0109*** 0.0107*** 0.0111*** 0.000523 0.0234***
(5.78) (3.16) (3.07) (3.14) (0.12) (3.81)

Cutoff Occ -0.421*** -0.477*** -0.495*** -0.524*** -1.052*** -0.105
(-6.86) (-8.05) (-8.32) (-8.73) (-10.03) (-1.35)

Property Type Yes Yes Yes No No No
Amortization Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Origination Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Vintage (Deal Year) FE Yes Yes No No No No
MSA FE No Yes No No No No
MSAxDeal Year FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quarter x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes
MSA x Property Type No No No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 31,775 31,775 31,771 31,770 21,977 9,526
Adjusted R2 0.127 0.149 0.167 0.188 0.118 0.173
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010
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